
Does the world embody beautiful ideas?

Pythagoras and Plato intuited that it should;  
Newton and Maxwell demonstrated how it 
could.

Modern physics, and especially the quantum 
physics at its foundation, now answers with a 
much more resounding “Yes!”



Quantum 
Beauty

Real And Ideal



Pythagorean Visions



“All Things 
are Numbers.”



sizes and shapes ≅ numbers



harmony of sounds ≅ rationality of numbers



Platonic Visions



~ 2000 BC



symmetry defines structure

fire water air earthUniverse
(or Aether)



Newtonian Jewels



universality of gravitation;  orbiting ≅ falling

dynamical view of the world



analysis and synthesis

white light white light



precision and ambition



World as 
Idea



Maxwellian Jewels





What makes the Maxwell equations so 
special?

They have wonderfully powerful 
consequences.  

They have wonderfully pretty 
consequences.

They introduce a new idea of beauty into 
physics: symmetry of equations.



Power



“We can scarcely avoid the 
inference that light consists 

in the transverse undulations 
of the same medium which is 

the cause of electric and 
magnetic phenomena.”





Beauty of Solutions



shadow of a razor’s edge

hidden structure; light within darkness (and vice versa)



Symmetry of Equations



What does it mean to say that an equation 
(or a set of equations) has symmetry? 

⇒  “Change Without Changing”

Example:  x = y is symmetric under the 
transformation x → y , y → x

but x = y + 2 is not.



The symmetry of Maxwell’s equations 
includes - and led to the discovery of - 

special relativity, i.e. Lorentz/Poincare or 
“boost” symmetry

gauge invariance - a less familiar kind of 
symmetry, that has come to dominate 
fundamental physics. 

Conversely, those two symmetries dictate 
the form of Maxwell’s equations. 



“One cannot escape 
the feeling that these 
mathematical 
formulae have an 
independent 
existence and an 
intelligence of their 
own, that they are 
wiser than we are, 
wiser even than their 
discoverers, that we 
get more out of them 
than was originally 
put into them.”  



The Quantum Beauty 
of Atoms





stationary orbitals (“pure tones”) of atomic electrons



The mathematics of musical instruments is 
the mathematics of standing waves.  

This is also the mathematics of electrons in 
atoms.    

Pythagoras would be pleased. 



421 orbital cutaway



The Quantum Beauty 
of Matter

A Carbon Sampler



In an environment with many attractive 
nuclei nearby, electrons like to enjoy more 
than one.  

They make “cigar-like” orbitals, that reach 
out to neighboring nuclei in a regular 
arrangement.    



Each carbon atom has 4 electrons to dispose 
of.   There are two especially symmetric ways 
to arrange them: 

They can point to the vertices of a 
regular tetrahedron, or 

They can make a nice planar triad, 
pointing to the vertices of an equilateral 
triangle, plus one in the orthogonal 
direction.



Nature uses these arrangements very 
creatively!



diamond



graphene





C60



The Quantum Beauty 
of Unification









three fundamental “forces”

six fundamental “materials”

(plus gravity)

(plus 2 repeats) (plus Higgs particle)



03/01/2003 Frank Wilczek, MIT

SO(10)
One “force”One “material”



The measured forces are Not equal in strength.

strength of interaction ↓

electromagnetic

weak

strong

Reality Check!



Fortunately ... 





↑
inverse 
coupling 
strength

strong

large energy, short distance→



↑
inverse 
coupling 
strength

weak

strong

large energy, short distance→



↑
inverse 
coupling 
strength

electric

weak

strong

large energy, short distance→



It almost works.   

Beautiful ideas are precious.  

We shouldn’t give up on them too easily.  

Maybe we haven’t been bold enough!  



electron quarks

photon gluons



electron quarks

photon gluons





We can expand our imagining of the world 
using another powerful unifying idea: 
Supersymmetry.

According to SUSY, there is a new, quantum 
dimension of space-time:

















Supersymmetry brings in new fluctuations - 
new “virtual particles”.

They make new corrections ... 





↑
inverse coupling 

strength

electric

weak

strong

large energy, short distance→

Why I ♥ SUSY

Gravity fits too!
(roughly)



SUSY’s new particles can’t be too heavy, if 
they’re going to do this job.  

The new Large Hadron Collider, a fantastic 
undertaking at CERN, near Geneva, will have 
the power to create and detect some of 
them, if they exist.   









We shall have a trial by fire:  

Do SUSY’s new particles show up at LHC??



Greetings 
from 

Superspace!



We’ve heard Sirens sing ... 



Susy?
♪♪Forces Unify ♪♪

♪♪MH ≈125 GeV♪♪



Soon we’ll learn whether Nature has been 
subtle, or malicious.   




